It is now well established that depth is coded by local horizontal disparity and global vertical disparity. We present a computational model which explains how depth is extracted from these two types of disparities. The model uses the two (one for each eye) headcentric directions of binocular targets, derived from retinal signals and oculomotor signals. Headcentric disparity is defined as the difference between headcentric directions of corresponding features in the left and right eye's images. Using Helmholtz's coordinate systems we decompose headcentric disparity into azimuthal and elevational disparity. Elevational disparities of real objects are zero if the signals which contribute to headcentric disparity do not contain any errors. Azimuthal headcentric disparity is a 1D quantity from which an exact equation relating distance and disparity can be derived. The equation is valid for all headcentric directions and for all binocular fixation positions. Such an equation does not exist if disparity is expressed in retinal coordinates. Possible types of errors in oculomotor signals (six) produce global elevational disparity fields which are characterised by different gradients in the azimuthal and elevational directions. Computations show that the elevational disparity fields uniquely characterise both the type and size of the errors in oculomotor signals. Our model uses a measure of the global elevational disparity field together with local azimuthal disparity to accurately derive headcentric distance throughout the visual field. The model explains existing data on whole-field disparity transformations as well as hitherto unexplained aspects of stereoscopic depth perception.
Introduction
Julesz [1] showed that horizontal positional differences between corresponding features of the two halfimages, i.e. horizontal disparities, are a powerful stimulus for the perception of depth even in the absence of other cues. Although horizontal disparity can by itself induce a percept of depth it is not a direct measure of depth. The relationship between horizontal disparity and depth varies with the distance at which the disparity stimulus is viewed. Horizontal disparity has to be scaled for distance, which requires knowledge of distance provided by other sources of information [2] .
For conditions in which a disparity stimulus is located near the fixation point in the median plane and the depth interval (Dr) between stimulus and fixation point is small with respect to the headcentric distance (r), von Kries [3] developed an expression for the relationship between horizontal disparity (l h ) and depth:
where i is the interocular distance. This relationship is known as the inverse-square law of disparity. However, the inverse-square law is only accurate for a limited range of disparities and for very limited viewing angles. In order to judge depth from this relationship the visual system has to measure horizontal disparity, 'know' the inter-ocular distance and estimate distance from, for instance, vergence, accommodation or vertical disparities.
In recent years a number of attempts have been made to describe mathematically a more general relationship between retinal disparity and depth [4 -8] . These computational studies focused on methods by which stereoscopic perception of depth is obtained from retinal information alone. Concentration on retinal disparity was inspired by the work of Koenderink and van Doorhm [4] and Longuet-Higgins [9, 10] who showed that a binocular system can in principle compute depth from disparity without using extra-retinal information. Unfortunately, most models only give accurate solutions for targets lying on a smooth surface near the median plane. However, besides having only restricted validity, computational models which disregard oculomotor signals can only provide a partial explanation of human depth perception.
Experimental studies have produced various types of evidence for the involvement of oculomotor signals in depth perception. Although experimental evidence for vergence acting as a distance cue has been controversial for more than a century, in general, more positive than negative evidence has been found in particular with regard to relatively short target distances (for review, see ref. [11] ). Rogers and Bradshaw [2, 12] showed that vergence and vertical disparity together provide the information that is required for judging that a stereoscopic surface is flat and fronto-parallel. Vergence is particularly effective during the viewing of small displays, vertical disparities are more effective during the viewing of large displays. A second type of evidence for the involvement of vergence in depth perception is coming from neurophysiological studies in the primary visual cortex (V1) of the behaving monkey [13, 14] . These studies show that disparity selectivity is best expressed at a given viewing distance. By manipulating vergence independent of disparity with the help of prisms, Trotter et al. [13] showed that vergence is implicated in viewing-distance-dependent disparity selectivity.
The present study is divided into two parts. In part I we are concerned with depth perception by an ideal binocular system (such as a robot system); in the second part we are concerned with effects of errors in oculomotor signals such as might occur in human vision. We derive depth from all available retinal and oculomotor signals. We develop a computational model which uses the two 2D headcentric directions of binocular objects. Each pair of headcentric directions follows from 3D eye orientations and 2D oculocentric directions of the object for each eye separately. In human vision, information about 3D eye orientations may be provided by efference copy signals or by feedback signals, whereas information about oculocentric directions is given by retinal signals. We define the headcentric disparity of an object as the difference between the left and right eye's headcentric directions of the object.
We will show that headcentric disparity contains sufficient information for the accurate estimation of headcentric distance. Headcentric disparity is a 1D quantity if the oculomotor signals indicate the oculomotor state perfectly. In part II we will show that all errors in oculomotor signals can be decomposed into six fundamental components, each of them producing an elevational disparity field that is characteristic for the type of error. These disparity fields do not interfere with azimuthal disparity fields induced by objects in visual space, which means that the visual system has a unique tool to detect errors in oculomotor signals. Even if there are errors in oculomotor signals, estimates of depth are still accurate if we include the elevational disparity fields in the computations. Finally, we show that aspects of human stereoscopic depth perception such as its stability and its response to whole-field disparity transformations are best explained in terms of headcentric disparity.
Part I

Coordinate systems
To define disparity we need appropriate coordinate systems. The selection of a specific coordinate system is rather arbitrary and essentially irrelevant from a formal standpoint. However, the question of whether disparity is defined within a headcentric or an oculocentric framework is important for our understanding of the process of human depth perception. From an operational point of view it is convenient to express the geometry of binocular vision in coordinate systems as proposed by von Helmholtz [15] for the description of eye movements (Fig. 1 ). The use of Helmholtz's coordinate system provides insight that is not immediately available in other systems. It provides a framework in which disparities induced by the outside world are distinguished from disparities caused by the disparity acquisition system itself.
For the description of headcentric directions, the Helmholtz coordinate systems are fixed to the head with their poles lying along the interocular axis that passes through the nodal points N. We use three coordinate systems for our computations, one system to specify the positions of objects relative to the head and two systems to specify the headcentric directions of images in the left and right eye. A 3D coordinate system is attached to the head with its origin located at the middle of the interocular axis, the so-called cyclopean eye position (C). The position of a binocularly visible point P is defined by angles of azimuth (v) and elevation (u), and by the distance (r) relative to C. Both v and u are zero in the straight-ahead direction. The signs of v and u, indicated by arrows in Fig. 1 , are defined for a right-handed system. In the Helmholtz coordinate system v and u are defined as:
where Q b is the projection of P b on the median plane and Z b is the projection of Q b on the horizontal plane (Fig.  1) .
Clearly, our visual system cannot measure v and u directly because we do not have an eye at C. The coordinates v, u and also r must be derived from P's two headcentric directions, one relative to the left eye and the other relative to the right eye. To specify these directions we attach 2D Helmholtz coordinate systems to the eyes with their origin located at the nodal points (N), their poles lying along the interocular axis and their axis (u l , v l )=(u r , v r ) =(0, 0) pointing in the straight-ahead direction. The two headcentric directions of P are given by the coordinates (u l , v l ) and (u r , v r ), respectively. The headcentric directions are independent of eye orientation; only the relative contributions of the oculomotor signals and the retinal signals which constitute the headcentric directions change with eye movements. From the headcentric directions of P we compute the binocular visual direction of P. The binocular visual direction of P is the mean value of P's two headcentric directions. This definition of binocular visual direction is in accordance with the classical rules of Hering [16] . Headcentric disparity is decomposed into two components, namely azimuth and elevation. Azimuthal disparity (l v ) of point P at position (v, u, r) is defined as the difference between the azimuthal components of the two headcentric directions of P: l v = v l − v r . Elevational disparity is defined as the difference between the elevational components of the two headcentric directions of P: l u = u l − u r .
We compute the headcentric disparity of 100 points located on a planar surface in a headcentric field (v, u) of 80 ×80°. We provide the field with a lattice of 10× 10 evenly distributed directions. Azimuthal and elevational disparities are calculated for each of the 100 directions. Throughout the simulations we use an interocular distance of 6.5 cm. The use of planar surfaces facilitates the interpretation and visualisation of the results. However, the results have a general validity for all visible 3D structures because in the disparity computations of the individual points we do not take advantage of any surface properties. The results also have a general validity for all eye positions. Neither fixation at finite positions nor improper binocular fixation has any effect on the disparity computations provided that the oculomotor signals precisely indicate the orientations of the eyes. In part I we assume that all signals have ideal precision and accuracy. In part II we will investigate the consequences of inaccurate oculomotor signals. Fig. 1 shows two epi-polar planes, each defined by the poles of the Helmholtz coordinate systems and a point in space (P and Z, respectively). All points of an epi-polar plane have the same angle of elevation. Each epi-polar plane indudes the nodal points N and the egocentre C. As a consequence, the geometry of binocular vision is the same for each epi-polar plane. The epi-polar plane containing P also contains the interocular axis and the two lines PN (otherwise the two lines will not intersect). Consequently, the angles of elevation u l and u r are equal to each other, whatever the location of P. The important consequence of equal angles of elevation is that elevational disparity is zero throughout the visual field. Thus, headcentric disparity is a 1D quantity in an ideal binocular system. This property of headcentric disparity is revealed most elegantly when measured in Helmholtz coordinates, because in this coordinate system headcentric disparity is described by two components (l v , l u ) one of which (l u ) is zero.
Geometry of headcentric disparity
It is rather straightforward to derive the relationship between the headcentric disparity of points in space and their headcentric distance r. In the horizontal epi-polar plane, the sets of points for which l v is constant Fig. 1 . Two parallel eyes viewing a fronto-parallel plane. The position of a point P is expressed in the Helmholtz coordinates azimuth (v) and elevation (u), and in the headcentric distance (r) relative to the head. The lines on the frontal plane indicate headcentric directions of constant elevation (always straight) and constant azimuth (generally curved). Q is the projection of P on the median plane and Z is the projection of Q on the horizontal plane. Two Helmholtz coordinate systems are attached to the head at the positions of the eyes. The visual directions are expressed in the azimuths (v l and v r ) and elevations (u l and u r ) of these coordinate systems. The two grey planes are so-called epi-polar planes defined by a point in space (P or Z) and the nodal points N of the eyes. The eyes rotate about the rotation points R.
constitute circles which include the nodal points of the two eyes. Such circles are called Vieth-Mü ller circles. Expressed in Cartesian coordinates, the equation of these circles is: (z−z c ) 2 +x 2 =R 2 , where (0, 0,z c ) is the centre and R is the radius of the circles. All points in 3D space having the same headcentric disparity form sets of tori obtained by rotating the horizontal Vieth-Mü ller circles about the interocular axis. These tori are described by the equation: (z 2 +y 2 −z c ) 2 +x 2 =R 2 . With the help of the Helmholtz parametrisation for points having Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z): x = r sin v; y = −r cos v sin u; z =r cos v cos u; and with the help of two practical equations for the centre and radius of Vieth-Mü ller circles: z c =i/2 tan l v ; R = i/ 2 sin l v , one finds the relationship between azimuthal disparity and headcentric distance:
This analytical equation is an exact description of the relationship between headcentric disparity and headcentric distance. Eq. (1) is valid throughout the visual field opposed to the equations describing the relationships between retinal disparity and distance or depth to which usually is referred to in the literature [3 -8] .
If we use the 'small baseline' approximation by assuming that the interocular distance is small compared to the headcentric distance of objects (r i ), the headcentric distance of objects is described by the simple relationship (in which l v is expressed in radians):
Eqs. (1) and (2) show that headcentric distance is directly available to the visual system if it combines the measured values of azimuthal direction and azimuthal disparity with knowledge of the interocular distance. The relationship between headcentric distance and headcentric disparity becomes extremely simple for all binocularly viewed objects for which it holds that the headcentric distance r i. The visual system does not have to triangulate, but can accurately estimate distance by executing simple algebraic operations between measured signals. The distance information can be available to the system for the whole visual field as soon as the correspondence problem has been solved, because the required operations can be executed in parallel.
To examine the errors that are introduced by simplifying Eq. (1) to Eq. (2), we calculated the headcentric distance directly from the azimuthal disparity fields of five fronto-parallel planes by applying the simplified Eq. (2) . The disparity fields of the planes are shown in Fig. 2A . The disparity fields were calculated for sets of 100 directions in a headcentric field of 80×80°as has been described in the Section 2.1. We recall that elevational disparity is equal to zero for all headcentric directions and distances. From the azimuthal disparity fields we computed the headcentric distance as a function of u and v with the help of Eq. (2). Subsequently, we transformed the Helmholtz coordinates (v, u, r) of the points into Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z). Fig. 2B shows 3D views of the surfaces seen from a point of view located behind the right shoulder of the observer. The sizes and shapes of the planes reflect the fixed aperture of 80× 80°expressed in Helmholtz coordinates. In order to quantify the predictive quality of Eq. (2), we calculated differences between corresponding points of the computed and original surfaces. For headcentric distances larger than 25 cm differences are smaller than 0.03 cm in all headcentric directions. Differences are still smaller than 0.1 cm for distances larger than 15 cm. This result shows that the three dimensional positions of disparity stimuli can be measured fairly accurately over a wide range of distances and headcentric directions. For many practical purposes the predictive quality of Eq. (2) is acceptable for viewing distances as short as 15 cm or even shorter because the errors are only of the order of millimetres and moreover they are global (distance is slightly overestimated in all headcentric directions).
Part II
Distance estimation from erroneous azimuthal disparity
In summary, we have analysed the properties of binocular disparity defined in terms of a headcentric rather than an oculocentric quantity. There is a major advantage of using headcentric disparity instead of retinally defined disparity: headcentric disparity is a 1D quantity which can be simply transformed into an exact measure of the headcentric distance to objects throughout visual space. The advantage holds for ideal binocular systems in which the measured headcentric directions are equal to the real headcentric directions of objects. In human vision, measured headcentric directions might differ from real headcentric directions because of errors in one or both of the constituting components, i.e. retinal and oculomotor signals. Errors in the oculomotor state itself such as errors in binocular fixation will not have any effect on headcentric directions simply because headcentric directions do not depend on the orientation of the eyes. In this part of the study we investigate the consequences of inaccurate oculomotor signals.
Generally, errors in retinal signals will be confined to a local area of oculocentric directions. Errors in oculomotor signals will have more severe effects because they will cause errors in the directions and distances of all objects in visual space. In this section we investigate the consequences of errors in oculomotor signals on estimates of headcentric distance.
We define an error in oculomotor signals as the headcentric direction of an eye indicated by the signals minus the actual headcentric direction of that eye. In monocular vision, the implication of an erroneous oculomotor signal is that the image is viewed in other headcentric directions, but that the angles between headcentric directions of individual image points remain unchanged. In binocular vision, errors in oculomotor signals can be grouped into six classes (Table 1 , first column). For instance, if the errors in oculomotor signals are equally large and in the same horizontal direction for both eyes, we classify these errors as horizontal version errors. The decomposition into six classes provides a complete set of errors.
We computed the headcentric disparity fields of two fronto-parallel planes located at distances of 50 and 100 cm from the head. We introduced errors in the oculomotor signals using the classification of Table 1 . From the azimuthal disparity fields we computed headcentric distances r by using Eq. (2). Subsequently, we Effects of object distance on the size of elevational disparity. Elevational disparity fields are characterised by gradients in the v and u directions. The column headed l c indicates the expression that is used to correct the relationship between azimuthal disparity and headcentric distance. than 0.1% in all headcentric directions for errors up to 9 6°. Errors in vertical version signals cause all points to rotate about the interocular axis by the same angle as the error of the signal (Fig. 3 , middle panels). As a consequence, planes remain planes and the relative positions of points in the plane remain unchanged. The effects caused by errors in horizontal version signals are slightly more complicated to describe (Fig. 3 , bottom panels). Errors in horizontal version signals do not change the headcentric disparity of points. This means that the points of the planes are displaced along the azimuthal meridians of surfaces of constant headcentric disparity. Since all points are displaced in the rightward direction, the z-value increases for points on the left side of the plane (Fig. 3 , bottom panels, points 1 and 4) and decreases for points on the right side (Fig. 3 , bottom panels, points 2 and 3). Fronto-parallel planes are deformed by amounts which depend on the distance to the head. Planes transform into curved surfaces particularly when the headcentric distance is short be-cause then the points of a single plane are lying on very different surfaces of constance headcentric disparity. The distance between points also changes within planes. The planes vertically expand on the left side (see the distance between points 1 and 4) and vertically contract on the right side (see the distance between points 2 and 3) with regard to signal errors of positive sign. Opposite transformations occur with regard to negative signal errors.
Now we examine the effects of errors in vergence signals. Fig. 4 shows the effects of errors in vergence signals of −2°. Similar to errors in version signals, errors in vergence signals change the positions and shapes of the planes in ways which depend on the type of error signal. Errors in vertical vergence signals hardly change the positions and shapes of the planes (Fig. 4 , top panels). Differences between original and computed headcentric distances are smaller than 0.03% in all directions if the signal errors are smaller than 9 2°. Errors in horizontal vergence signals either increase or decrease the azimuthal disparity of all points in the visual field. However, the change in azimuthal disparity is not uniform. Small errors in horizontal vergence signals may cause considerable errors in distance. For instance, an error of only − 0.5°decreases the distance of a point at 50 by 4 cm, and of a point at 100 by 15 cm. The middle panels of Fig. 4 show how two fronto-parallel planes, one placed at 50 cm and the other at 100 cm, are transformed into displaced and deformed surfaces. Fronto-parallel planes are either displaced to shorter distances and curved towards the observer or displaced to longer distances and curved away from the observer, depending on the sign of the error in the horizontal vergence signal. Errors in cyclovergence signals considerably change the positions and shapes of fronto-parallel planes too. These errors cause planes to rotate about an axis lying in the planes themselves and in the horizontal plane. The angle of rotation depends on headcentric distance. For instance, errors of 9 2°cause the plane at 50 cm to rotate by 9 18°, and the plane at 100 cm by 9 32°. Besides causing rotations, errors in cyclovergence signals deform the planes in two ways. They cause contraction of the part above the horizontal plane and cause expansion of the part below it or vice versa, depending on the sign of the error. Moreover, the upper and lower parts become curved in opposite directions.
Figs. 3 and 4 show that errors in oculomotor signals can severely affect the headcentric distances of objects if these distances are derived from headcentric azimuthal disparities. In general, errors in vergence signals are more disruptive to stereoscopic perception than errors in version signals. Errors in vergence signals cause displacement and deformation of objects whereas errors in version signals cause displacement but only a little deformation, as is illustrated by the surfaces of Fig. 3. 
Effects of errors on ele6ational disparity fields
In a perfect binocular system headcentric distance can be estimated accurately from headcentric disparity. We investigated, in the previous section, how errors in oculomotor signals change azimuthal disparity and consequently induce errors in headcentric distance. Errors in vertical version, cydoversion and vertical vergence signals do not induce errors, or induce only minor errors in headcentric distance. Errors in horizontal version, horizontal vergence and cyclovergence signals induce considerable errors. In Section 2.2 we showed that physical objects induce zero elevational disparity in a perfect binocular system (Fig. 2) . In this section we investigate how errors in oculomotor signals affect elevational disparity fields. The motivation for the investigation is that elevational disparities may be used to correct errors in distance estimation. We will discuss three classes of errors in oculomotor signals, namely horizontal vergence, cyclovergence and horizontal version, in detail because these errors severely affect headcentric distance. The other three classes of errors will be discussed more briefly. (Fig. 5A) . Errors in oculomotor signals induce elevational disparity fields which uniquely classify the type of error ( Fig.  5B and C) . This means that elevation disparity fields provide the visual system with information about the measured oculomotor state relative to the real oculomotor state. The visual system may use this information to calibrate signals that indicate specific orientations of the eyes.
Errors in oculomotor signals induce the following classes of elevational disparity fields. Errors in vertical version signals induce elevational disparity fields that are completely zero (Fig. 5C ). The reason is that errors in version signals change the angles of elevation of both eyes' images by the same amount. As a consequence elevation disparity remains unchanged. Errors in vertical vergence signals induce fields that are constant (Fig.  5B ) because such errors change the angles of elevation of both eyes' images by unequal amounts. The other types of errors induce elevational disparity fields that are not constant over the field of headcentric directions. Errors in cycloversion signals induce elevational disparities which have the same sign in the whole visual field (Fig. 5C ). The surfaces of these fields have shapes of horizontal cylinders. The relationship between size of elevational disparity and errors in vertical version, in vertical vergence and in cycloversion signals is not of interest for the present analysis, because errors in these signals hardly induce errors in estimates of headcentric distance (see Section 3.1). Error in the cyclovergence signal induces a gradient in the azimuthal direction of the elevational disparity field which is about constant (Fig. 5B) . To characterise the gradient, we define E m , as the partial derivative in the azimuthal direction of the elevational disparity field in the straight-ahead direction (Table 1 , third column). Later, we will use E m , to investigate the relationship between the gradient of the field and the size of error in cyclovergence signal. Error in the horizontal version signal induces a gradient in the elevational direction of the elevational disparity field which is about constant (Fig. 5C) . As a measure of the gradient, we define E u as the partial derivative in the elevational direction of the elevational disparity field in the straight-ahead direction (Table 1 , third column). Error in the horizontal vergence signal induces an elevational disparity field (Fig. 5B) which is characterised by the multiplication of two gradient fields, one field having a gradient in the azimuthal direction (E v % ), the other one having a gradient in the elevational direction (E u % ). Elevational disparity fields induced by signal errors in horizontal vergence are described by the combination of E v % and E u % , namely by
The set of three parameters E v , E u , and E vu uniquely specifies elevational disparity fields caused by (combinations of) errors in cyclovergence, horizontal version and horizontal vergence signals. These errors induce considerable errors in estimates of headcentric distance (see Section 3.1). Now, we show how E v , E vu and E u are related to the size of the errors in cyclovergence, horizontal vergence and horizontal version signals, respectively (Fig. 6) . We computed E v , E vu and E u for a range of errors induced by two planes at 50 and 100 cm from the head. The left and middle panels of Fig. 6 only show a single graph, indicating that the graphs related to the two planes coincide. This means that in the case of errors in cyclovergence and horizontal vergence signals elevational disparity fields do not depend on object distance. The left panel of Fig. 6 shows that the parameter E v is linearly related to the error in the cyclovergence signal over a range of at least 6°, which is about the full range of cyclovergence. The middle panel shows that E vu is linearly related to the signal error in horizontal vergence over a range of at least 6°too. The relationship becomes slightly non-linear for larger angles. The parameter E u is linearly related to the error in the 
Correction of distance estimation
We have shown that estimation of headcentric distance is not very robust if it is based on azimuthal disparity alone (Figs. 3 and 4) . We have also shown that errors in oculomotor signals give rise to elevational disparity fields which are stereotypical for the class and size of the errors (Figs. 5 and 6 ). We examine whether we can use the elevational disparity fields to correct the relationship between headcentric distance and azimuthal disparity. In a first attempt we add a corrective term l c to the azimuthal disparity term l c of Eq. (2):
where l c depends on the type and size of elevational disparity. The corrective disparity component l c can be set to zero for errors in signals of vertical version, vertical vergence and cycloversion because these errors cause no errors in distance or only very minor errors. Errors in headcentric distance are smaller than 0.1% for signal errors up to 96°.
To examine how errors in horizontal vergence, cyclovergence and horizontal version signals can be corrected for we computed the headcentric disparity fields induced by a fronto-parallel plane located at 50 cm from the head. In the computations we introduced errors of +2°in these signals. From the azimuthal disparity fields we computed headcentric distance for 100 points of the plane by using Eq. (2). Surfaces A in Fig. 7 result from these computations. Deviations of the surfaces from the original plane are characteristic for the type of errors in the signals (for comparison see Figs. 3 and 4) . In a first attempt to correct the deviations we computed headcentric distances from both azimuthal and elevational disparity fields by using Eq. (3). We used l c = −E vu , l c = −E v and l c =E u to correct for the different types of errors. Surfaces B in Fig. 7 result from these computations. Unfortunately, the terms l c only partly corrected for the errors in headcentric distance derived from azimuthal disparity alone. However, the shape of surface B which was computed in the presence of errors in horizontal vergence signals indicated that another term related to l c might be more suitable (Fig. 7, upper panels) . Inspection of surface B shows that headcentric distance is correctly estimated in the horizontal plane (u= 0). Errors uniformly increase with increasing and decreasing elevation. The shape of surface B suggests that estimation of headcentric distance can be improved by replacing l c = −E vu by l c = −E vu cos u. Surface C in the upper panels of Fig. 7 follows from computations after this replacement. Surface C closely resembles the original plane. Errors in headcentric distance are smaller than 1 mm in all the headcentric directions used in the computations. Placing the original plane at various distances ranging from infinity to 15 cm only slightly affects the quality of the estimations of headcentric distance. At each distance errors in headcentric distance are smaller than 2 mm in all the headcentric directions. Encouraged by this result we multiplied l c by various combinations of sine and cosine functions of v and u and examined whether we could find terms l c which led to correct estimates of headcentric distance in the pres- Fig. 7 . 3D views of surfaces shaped by points the headrentric distance of which is computed from azimuthal disparity and a term relafed to elevational disparity. l c = 0 (surfaces A); l c = −E vu , l c = −E v , l c =E u (surfaces B from top to bottom); l c is equal to the terms given in Table  1 (surfaces C). The left and right figures show the surfaces from different viewing points (see Figs. 3 and 4) . The disparity fields are induced by a fronto-parallel plane located at a distance of 50 cm from the head. Headcentric duparity is measured by a binocular system which uses erroneous oculomotor signals. From top to bottom the errors in the signals are + 2°of horizontal vergence, cyclovergence and horizontal version.
ence of errors in cyclovergence and horizontal version signals. Table 1 (fourth column) shows the expressions for l c for which Eq. (3) gives accurate distance estimations in all computed headcentric directions and for all distances of the plane larger than 15 cm. Errors in horizontal vergence and cydovergence signals induce larger errors in headcentric distance than do errors in horizontal version signals, if headcentric distance is estimated from azimuthal disparity alone (compare the surfaces A in Fig. 7) . However, the expressions found for the corrective factor l c (Table 1) corrected better for errors in horizontal vergence and cyclovergence signals than for errors in horizontal version signals. For instance, if we define a maximum error of 0.1% of the headcentric distance as a realistic criterion for the quality of distance estimation then this criterion is met for errors in vergence signals up to 9 6°and for errors in horizontal version signals up to 9 2°.
In conclusion, using azimuthal disparity induced by an object (a local measure) and elevational disparity induced by the whole image (a global measure) together enables robust and veridical perception of headcentric distance in each headcentric direction, irrespective of the point in space that is fixated and irrespective of the quality of binocular fixation. Estimates of headcentric distance are also resistant to errors in oculomotor signals of any type up to a few degrees. Larger errors cannot be corrected accurately. The quality of version signals is most critical for veridical stereoscopic perception, because these signals also affect perceived direction. In Section 4 we will provide arguments in favour of headcentric disparity as the basis for stereopsis in human vision and we will explain why stereoscopic perception of distance, nevertheless, is not veridical.
Comparison of psychophysical and computational results
We have shown that non-zero elevational disparity fields result from errors in oculomotor signals. In experimental conditions, non-zero elevational disparity fields can also result from vertically transforming one eye's view relative to the other. Several psychophysical studies have used aniseikonic lenses and dichoptic presentations on fronto-parallel screens to investigate the influence of vertical disparity on depth perception [12, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . A variety of computational theories have been proposed to describe the psychophysical results [4 -8] . However, recent psychophysical results on differences between local and global vertical disparities in steroscopic depth perception are not explained by any of the computational theories [24 -26] . The results concern perception of depth induced by local and global vertical shear and scale transformations. Local vertical disparities do not induce perception of depth [26] . Global vertical shear is perceived as slant about a horizontal axis, global vertical scale as slant about a vertical axis [23, 24] . In view of these results it is interesting to examine how the present model, using headcentric disparity, computes headcentric distance from headcentric disparity induced by vertically sheared and scaled images projected onto a fronto-parallel screen.
Local vertical disparities hardly affect headcentric distances computed by the model, because the elevational correction factor l c uses a measure of the elevational disparity field that is induced by the whole visual image. Headcentric distance will not be affected until the vertical-disparity stimulus is of a considerable size relative to the stimuli that do not contain vertical disparities. This behaviour is in agreement with psychophysical results [23, 26] .
To examine distance estimation from globally sheared and scaled images, we computed disparity fields induced by transformed half-images projected onto a fronto-parallel screen placed at a distance of 50 or 100 cm from the observer's head. Full-field half-images of 80×80°were transformed according to one of the following global transformations: horizontal shear, vertical shear, horizontal scale and vertical scale. We computed both horizontal and vertical transformations in order to compare the sign and size of the slants induced by both types of transformations. With the help of Eqs. (2) and (3) we computed headcentric distances from the headcentric disparity fields.
Horizontal shear transformations induce zero elevational disparity. This means that l c = 0. We find that these transformations represent planes slanted about a horizontal axis if we apply Eq. (2) or Eq. (3) to the disparity fields induced by horizontal shear transformations. There are no differences between the results of Eqs. (2) and (3), because both equations are equivalent when elevational disparity is zero. Planes induced by horizontal shear are indicated by the letter H in the left panels of Fig. 8(B and C) . The planes are slanted by 20°f or the distance of 50 cm and by 36°for the distance of 100 cm, which is in agreement with angles of slant given by the equation formulated by van Ee and Erkelens [29] for shear transformations. Fig. 8(A) shows two elevational disparity fields. The one on the left hand side is induced by a vertical shear of 2.7°. This field closely resembles the elevational disparity field which is induced by an error in the cyclovergence signal of 2.7°( for comparison of the shapes of the fields, see Fig. 5B ). In contrast to experimental results, the model using Eq. [27] .
Equal percentages of horizontal and vertical shear are associated with slants of equal amplitude in opposite directions (H and V in the left panel of Fig. 8C ). Such slants are in good agreement with psychophysical results [24] . More specifically, van Ee and Erkelens [28] showed recently that perceived slant induced by combinations of horizontal and vertical shear (and scale) is a weighted sum of the perceived slants induced by the individual components.
Horizontal scale transformations induce zero elevational disparity. This means that l c = 0. The fact that l c = 0 implies that Eqs. (2) and (3) are equivalent. If we apply one of these equations to the disparity fields induced by horizontal scale transformations, we find that these transformations are converted into flat planes slanted about a vertical axis. These planes are indicated by the letter H in the right panels of Fig. 8(B and C) . Slants of the planes are 20°for the distance of 50 cm and 36°for the distance of 100 cm which is in agreement with angles given by the equation for scale transformations of van Ee and Erkelens [29] . The elevational disparity field shown on the right side in Fig. 8 Fig. 8C) . Responses of the model to global vertical scale disparities are in agreement with human perception as far as directions of slant and shapes of the planes are con-cerned. However, angles of slant perceived by human observers are generally smaller than predicted by the model, especially when they are induced by vertical scale. The underestimation of slant by human observers is probably not an effect of vertical disparity per se. Very recently, Banks and Backus [30] showed that horizontal and vertical scales induce slants of similar magnitudes when perspective cues are mininized.
Discussion
We have analyzed the properties of a novel computational theory for stereoscopic vision. The theory is different from other theories in mainly two aspects: 1) distance perception is based on headcentric disparity, and 2) distance perception is based on local azimuthal (horizontal) and global elevational (vertical) disparity. These aspects turn out to have very attractive consequences for depth perception. Depth perception based on headcentric disparity is both accurate in all headcentric directions and stable in spite of eye movements and errors in fixation. Vergence errors and also other oculomotor errors will not affect distance estimation if the signals indicating version involve errors smaller than about two degrees and signals indicating the various types of vergence involve errors smaller than about six degrees.
Several computational theories for stereoscopic depth perception have been proposed in the literature [4 -8] . These theories focused on understanding the stereoscopic perception of depth from retinal information alone. There exists significant psychophysical evidence against each of the models (for a summary, see ref. [8] ), including the hybrid model presented by Gårding et al. [8] . For instance, the latter model does not describe the effects of global vertical-shear disparity [24] . The novel concept of headcentric disparity explains more psychophysical results than any of the other theories. It explains the stability of human depth perception, depth induced by whole-field disparity transformations, and the limited range of depth constancy.
Differences between headcentric and retinal disparity
In the literature of binocular depth perception, horizontal vergence and vertical disparity are considered as independent measures of distance which are used for the scaling of horizontal disparity. In the present model of headcentric disparity, errors in oculomotor signals and elevational disparity fields are two sides of the same coin. When viewing physical objects, errors in oculomotor signals induce an elevational disparity field which uniquely indicates the type and size of the errors. The behaviour of the model in response to global elevational disparity fields suggests that the visual system uses this unique relationship to correct for errors in oculomotor signals when it estimates headcentric distance from disparity. The elevational disparity field may also serve as an indicator of errors in oculomotor signals, used by the oculomotor system to calibrate its signals.
The quality of the oculomotor signals determine the size of elevational disparities. Fig. 5 shows that errors in oculomotor signals induce elevational disparities may occur which are of the same size as the errors. If disparity is measured in retinal coordinates, vertical disparities are of the same size as the version and vergence angles. As a result, elevational disparities are generally much smaller than vertical disparities. An advantage of the small elevational disparities is that the area within which the matching of corresponding points occurs is limited to a small azimuthal strip. In an ideal headcentric disparity system elevational disparity is zero and binocular correspondence is even limited to one dimension (epipolar constraint). Restriction of elevational disparity significantly simplifies the search for corresponding points.
Eye positions are subject to restrictions known as Donders' and Listing's laws. Tweed and Vilis [31] showed that any position in far vision can be described by just two parameters instead of three. Recently, van Rijn and van den Berg [32] showed that binocular eye positions during fixations of point targets in the dark are described by a model that has only three degrees of freedom. An important and yet unsolved question is whether these restrictions reflect visual or motor strategies or both. Binocular fusion certainly limits the positions of the two eyes related to cyclovergence [33] , horizontal [34] and vertical vergence. The binocular mechanism which derives depth from disparity does not put any additional constraints on eye positions if headcentric disparities are used. As such, orientations of the eyes are not relevant for depth perception based on headcentric disparity; the only parameter that matters is the precision by which these orientations are signalled to the visual system.
Regional processing of 6ertical disparity
The comparison of psychophysical and computational results shows that our model describes the perception of depth induced by global vertical scale and shear transformations. However, Rogers and Koenderink [35] and later Kaneko and Howard [23, 25] have conducted experiments from which they concluded that vertical-scale transformations are not necessarily integrated over the entire visual field. The headcentric-disparity model that we present in this paper computes headcentric distance from local azimuthal disparity and global elevational disparity. The use of full-field eleva- tional disparity suggests that the model cannot describe the results of Rogers and Koenderink [35] and Kaneko and Howard [23, 25] . But here we will show that, in fact, our model does explain their results.
To investigate the behaviour of the model in response to regional vertical-scale transformations, we computed headcentric distance of a vertical-scale stimulus such as used by Rogers and Koenderink [35] and Kaneko and Howard [23] . We computed the disparity fields of two oppositely vertically-scaled images in the left and right half-fields. The azimuthal disparity field belongs to the family of azimuthal disparity fields induced by frontoparallel planes such as shown in Fig. 2(A) . Fig. 9(A) shows the two elevational disparity fields that are induced by opposite vertical scales of 9 3°in the left and right half-fields. Comparison of these elevational disparity fields to those induced by errors in oculomotor signals (Fig. 5) shows that in each half-field the gradients of the elevational disparity fields are similar to those induced by errors in horizontal version signals (Fig. 5C, top field) . However, the combination of opposite gradients in the left and right half-fields induces full-field elevational disparity fields which are similar to those induced by errors in horizontal vergence signals (Fig. 5B, top field) . The full-field gradient E u of these fields is zero, however, the full-field gradient E vu is not equal to zero. As a consequence, the headcentric-disparity model computes headcentric distance from the disparity fields as if these are measured with help of oculomotor signals that contain an error in horizontal vergence. Fig. 9(B) shows the surfaces computed by the model. These surfaces are computed from the elevational disparity fields of Fig. 9(A) by making use of Eq. (3). The surfaces have opposite slants in the left and right half-fields with a smooth transition in the straightahead direction from one slant to the other. The surfaces are very similar to those reported by Rogers and Koenderink [35] and Kaneko and Howard [23] . The behaviour of the model in response to the regional vertical-scale transformations suggests that the psychophysical results of Rogers and Koenderink [35] and Kaneko and Howard [23] have been wrongly interpreted as evidence against the full-field integration of vertical disparity. Very recently, Kaneko and Howard [25] have produced new evidence in favour of the regional integration of vertical-scale transformations. Kaneko and Howard investigated the horizontal limits of integration by stimulating with sinusoidally modulated vertical-scale disparity. From the observed corrugations in depth they concluded that vertical disparities are integrated, regionally, over about 20°-wide vertical strips. Our model can also explain these results. In fact, the simulations show that the observed corrugations in depth are caused by oscillations of the azimuthal disparity field. In their experiments, Kaneko and Howard [25] assume that vertical-disparity oscillations do not change horizontal disparity. However, the validity of this assumption depends on the coordinate system that is used for the definition of disparity. The assumption is valid in Fick but not in Helmholtz coordinate systems.
In the headcentric-disparity model, which uses Helmholtz coordinate systems, vertical-scale transformations change azimuthal disparity particularly in the periphery of the large fields.
Stability of depth perception
Binocular vision is robust and stable irrespective of occurring eye and head movements [36 -38] . Regarding binocular perception of direction there is evidence that vestibular, proprioceptive and efference copy information is used to maintain stability [39, 40] . However, fast side-to-side rotations of the head [38] , or pressing against the eyeball result in impairment of the stability of the visual world in lateral direction, but not in depth. Moreover, results presented in several reports [2, 20, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] show that (conflicting) eye position information does not affect perception of depth in the case of large stimuli or it leads to only weak perception of depth in the case of small stimuli. At first sight, the logical conclusion is that eye position information is hardly used in stereoscopic depth perception. However, eye and head movements induce spurious disparities. How is it possible that these disparities do not affect depth perception? Recently we have explored to what extent the visual system is blind -i.e. relatively insensitiveto classes of disparity that might be caused by eye and head movements [27, 29] . Head rotations evoke disparity fields which are similar to those evoked by wholefield horizontal scale and horizontal shear transformations on a frontal screen. Psychophysical results support the suggestion that for the first few hundred milliseconds disparities evoked by whole-field horizontal scale and horizontal shear are given only a small weight relative to non-stereo cues. However, after a period of a few seconds these disparity fields are given a considerable weight relative to non-stereo cues [22] [23] [24] [25] 29] . The present computational theory shows how the binocular visual system might perceive depth relative to the head in these conditions by using all retinal and oculomotor information.
Depth constancy
One might argue that the performance of the model is too good to describe human depth perception. The model predicts veridical depth perception in the whole visual field. However, perception of depth based on stereopsis alone is not veridical [41, 48, 49] . At a short distance depth is overestimated and at a long distance it is underestimated. Several experiments show that disparity provides reliable depth information up to a scaling factor. Depth tasks which do not require knowledge of this factor, i.e. relief tasks, show accurate performances [2, 50] . Depth tasks which require knowledge of the scaling factor, i.e. metric tasks, show considerably poorer performances [20, 21, 50] . Nearly perfect metric depth constancy has been reported under full-cue conditions when binocular disparity, vergence, accommodation, perspective etc. provide consistent information [51] . Glennerster et al. [52] reported that depth constancy varied between 75 and 100%, depending on the observer's task. Performance in metric tasks suggests that the disparity processing system does not have independent knowledge of the scaling factor but acquires it from other sources of information such as accommodation and perspective. Traditionally, the vergence angle is proposed as the most obvious source for scaling binocular disparity. The present analysis about the effects of errors in vergence signals on depth perception shows that errors in vergence signals not only change the apparent distance of planes but they also deform them into curved surfaces (see Figs. 4 and 7) . Rogers and Bradshaw [52] showed that the constancy of fronto-parallel-surface scaling is close to perfect for viewing distances between 28 cm and infinity.
Gårding et al. [8] pointed out that disparity scaling involves much more than a simple multiplicative scaling of individual retinal disparity values. Eq. (3) shows that the conversion of headcentric disparity into distance involves multiplication with a direction-dependent and a direction-independent factor. The parameter i acts as a factor which scales headcentric distance in a uniform way. Depth perception is veridical if the scaling factor i is equal to the inter-ocular distance. All distances are underestimated or overestimated such that the spatial relationships between objects are preserved (for instance planarity is maintained) if i is different from the inter-ocular distance. Misjudgements of distance often occur in experimental conditions, which makes it questionable whether the inter-ocular distance is used as a scaling factor. There are two problems related to the inter-ocular distance which may prevent it from being used. The first problem is that the inter-ocular distance must be known to the visual system. Until now there is no clear evidence that the visual system uses the interocular distance for calibration. The second problem is that the inter-ocular distance changes during vergence movements. The reason for this change is that the nodal points of the two eyes do not coincide with the points of rotation. The inter-ocular distance, i.e. the distance between nodal points, changes by about 3 mm between fixation at infinity and fixation at a distance of 10 cm. Such a change in inter-ocular distance would change the distance of a frontal plane from 50 to 47.8 cm, a decrease in distance of 4.4%.
A solution for the problem of variable inter-ocular distances is that the uniform scaling factor i is not related to the inter-ocular distance, but is related to non-disparity cues for depth perception such as accommodation, perspective and texture. This relationship would imply that the perceived distance of stereograms projected on a screen without other visual references is related to the distance of the screen and not to the difference of the lateral positions of the half-images on the screen (target vergence). Disparity scaling determined by non-disparity cues would provide an explanation for the results of Erkelens and Collewijn [42] . These authors and also Regan et al. [44] showed that differential lateral translation of the entire dichoptically presented half-images does not elicit perception of motion in depth, even when the eyes pursue the lateral motions with gains unequal to one [43] . They found that in the presence of a visual reference motion in depth was perceived vividly. A curious finding was that small oscillations of the screen in the direction of or away from the observer were immediately perceived as motion in depth, suggesting that the position of the screen was very relevant in the perceived depth of the stereogram. Until now the results of Erkelens and Collewijn [42] have been explained by assuming that perception of depth is related to relative and not to absolute disparity. This explanation is not correct because horizontal translations of half-images correspond to a head movement towards the stimulus, but not to a vergence movement of the eyes. Analysis of the disparity fields shows that relative retinal disparities do not remain constant in these conditions [27] . A better explanation of the results of Erkelens and Collewijn [42] is that depth perception is based on headcentric disparity and that disparity scaling is provided by non-disparity cues.
Disparity detectors in the 6isual system
Can the visual system measure headcentric disparity? Gårding et al. [8] argued that headcentric disparity, which they called optic array disparity, cannot be measured but must be computed from retinal disparity by supplying information on eye position. We consider this view to be incorrect because Gårding et al. [8] supposed that headcentric disparity is based on retinal disparity. They disregarded the fact that headcentric disparity can be measured by comparing the headcentric directions of objects viewed by the left and right eyes. It is evident that the visual system measures headcentric direction because it has been known since Hering [16] that binocular visual direction is related to headcentric rather than oculocentric direction. A judgement about the direction of a visual object with respect to the head requires the observer to register the positions of the images in the eyes (the oculocentric component) and the angular position of the eyes in the head (the eye-position component) [53] . This means that eye-position information is involved in binocular visual direction. The angular positions of the eyes in the head could be provided by proprioception from the extra-ocular muscles or by efference copies of neural activity sent to those muscles. The visual system measures headcentric direction in static and dynamic viewing conditions [54, 55] and, thus, there must be cells in the brain that code for headcentric directions. Combining headcentric directions of objects projected on the left and right eye directly leads to headcentric disparity. However, cells that code for headcentric disparity have not yet been reported in the literature. The only indication that eye position is directly involved in disparity processing comes from neurophysiological studies in the primary visual cortex (V1) of the behaving monkey [13, 14] . These studies shows that disparity selectivity is altered by vergence.
Recently, Kaneko and Howard [24, 25] pointed out that the notion of global disparity detectors is very attractive because it explains most of the empirical results of experiments on vertical disparity. Global disparity detection plays an important role in the perception of slant and absolute distance. Kaneko and Howard [24, 25] do not specify whether global disparity detection is related to retinal or headcentric disparity. However, the theory and the experimental results of Howard and Kaneko [22] [23] [24] [25] are expressed in screen coordinates which are compatible with headcentric disparities. In terms of retinal disparity their theory would become very complicated and lose much of its attraction [28] . Kaneko and Howard [25] distinguish three types of vertical disparity: (1) vertical-displacement disparity, (2) vertical-size disparity, and (3) verticalshear disparity. Kaneko and Howard [25] show that these three types of vertical disparity can serve at least six functions in depth perception and vergence control. Not any of the functions requires the detection of local vertical disparity. Howard and Kaneko conclude from their experiments that vertical-shear disparity is integrated over the entire visual field, but that vertical-size disparity is integrated over restricted retinal areas. Howard and Kaneko do not give an explanation for the differences in integration areas. The analysis of elevational disparity fields in this paper shows that the limited area of integration of vertical-scale disparity may in fact be explained by full-field integration of a different elevational disparity field. Analysis shows that six classes of elevational disparity fields can be measured during the viewing of physical objects (Fig. 5) . Three classes of fields are relevant for binocular depth perception elevational disparity fields related to (1) errors in horizontal version signals, (2) errors in cyclovergence signals, and (3) errors in horizontal vergence signals. The classes (1) and (2) are equivalent to the vertical-size and vertical-shear types of disparity of Kaneko and Howard [25] . These fields are characterised by gradients in one direction (E v and E u ). Kaneko and Howard [25] did not distinguish the type of vertical disparity which is equivalent to the third class of elevational disparity fields, namely, fields induced by errors in the horizontal vergence signal. This class of fields is characterised by a gradient in two directions (E vu ). The present computations show that regional integration of vertical disparity can be interpreted as global integration of elevational disparity if all relevant gradients are taken into account (see Section 4.2). Global elevational disparity detection is an essential part of the concept of headcentric disparity if headcentric disparity is measured by physical, and consequently imperfect, signals. Headcentric disparity detection in conjunction with global elevational disparity detection explains many psychophysical results.
Neural mechanisms which may be in6ol6ed in the processing of headcentric disparity
In our study we have investigated the characteristics of a computational model for binocular depth perception based on headcentric disparity. The behaviour of the model is remarkable. It explains more psychophysical data than any other theory about stereoscopic depth perception. It is the first model to provide an explanation for the susceptibility of binocular depth perception to global elevational (vertical) disparity and for its insusceptibility to local elevational disparity [23] [24] [25] [26] . The explanation is that global elevational disparities are associated with errors in oculomotor signals whereas local elevational disparities are not. Generally, local elevational disparity will hardly change the global elevational disparity field, so the effect on headcentric distance is negligible. Despite the resemblance between the model and human depth perception at the behavioural level, as yet there is little neurophysiological evidence for headcentric disparity detection in the human visual system. To recognise parts of a possible neural substrate that may underlie depth perception based on headcentric disparity, we developed a schematic lay-out of the model. Fig. 10 shows the essential signals and neural representations. In the input stage of the model retinal and oculomotor signals are combined to form two headcentric representations (L and R). In neurophysiological studies cells have been described which may be involved in recoding retinal position into headcentric direction. The receptive fields of these cells do not change their retinal location with eye position. Rather visual and eye position signals interact to form planar gain fields, in which the amplitude of the visual response is modulated by eye position [56, 57] . Initially, areas with gain fields were discovered in area 7a. Recently, gain fields have also been found in other areas of the brain such as for instance in the superior coliculus of the cat [58] . In the central part of the model the headcentric signals L and R are combined to form fields of azimuthal and elevational disparity. The model has two types of outputs, namely headcentric direction and headcentric distance. Headcentric direction can be obtained directly by averaging the headcentric directions of corresponding images represented in the fields L and R. Headcentric distance is computed from three types of signals, namely, from azimuthal disparity, elevational disparity and headcentric direction. Elevational disparity has to undergo further processing before it can be used for the estimation of headcentric distance according to Eq. (3). The corrective factors E v , E u and E vu can be derived by transferring elevational disparity to a set of three neural templates. Each of the templates is selective for a specific gradient of the elevational disparity field. Fields induced by errors in cyclovergence, horizontal version and horizontal vergence signals form a set of orthogonal gradients. This implies that the templates can extract from the elevational disparity field values for E v , E u and E vu which are uniquely related to the errors in cyclovergence, horizontal version and horizontal vergence signals.
In the present model, we combine the retinal and oculomotor signals of each eye before the left and right eye's signals are integrated into headcentric disparity. This way of ordering of the signals is elegant and straightforward from a computational point of view. Hitherto, neurophysiological studies have not investigated this way of ordering, which implies that the proposed way is neither supported, nor rejected, by current neurophysiological evidence about binocular neurons. Still, in the current way of thinking about stereoscopic depth perception, oculomotor signals are combined with retinal disparity signals. Changing the order of signals in the computational model is not a trivial matter because of the non-commutativity of 3D orientations. At first sight, the headcentric disparity fields may also be interpreted as retinal disparity fields from which distance can be derived by applying Eq. (3). However, the estimates of distance would become very inaccurate if binocular fixation would involve horizontal version angles larger than a few degrees. The progressive inaccuracy with increasing horizontal version is caused by the dependence of E u on the distance of fixation (see Fig. 6 ). Thus, the use of retinal disparity for distance estimation requires independent knowledge of the fixation distance. In other words, retinal disparity by itself is insufficient to provide accurate estimates of distance throughout the visual field. Further study will have to show whether a retinal alternative can be found for the computational model of depth perception based on headcentric disparity.
